Experimental analysis of the quality of an implant embedded in the bone based on its mechanical parameters.
We present a description of an experiment in which the parameters describing the quality of the mandrel embedding an implant into a bone were determined. A method was developed that allows, from outside a living organism, the strength of the mandrel of the implant in the bone tissue to be determined. Using the proposed technique, we investigated how the mechanical properties of the bone affect the quality of the implant mandrel embedding in the bone tissue. As part of the research work, we conducted 15 compression tests on previously prepared samples that reflected an uncemented endoprosthesis embedding in the proximal base of a femur bone. The results of the research showed that the load applied is dispersed between the mandrel and the bone tissue. The mechanical stability of the embedding affects the mechanical properties of the bone. The experiment revealed the nature of the mechanical stability of the embedding in relation to the increasing contact surface area. We observed a non-linear nature of dependences of bone density as the main parameter describing the properties of bone relative to the extent of loosening expressed in the form of the slip surface of the mandrel relative to the bone. The mechanical stability of the embedding is crucial in the initial phase of the implant healing because it eliminates the loosening of the mandrel embedding. It provides a guarantee that the specific geometry of the treated motion apparatus part will be preserved and lowers the risk of inflammatory conditions during the treatment process.